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Abstract: Carrier dynamics including carrier relaxation and tunneling within a coupled InAs 
quantum dot (QD) – In0.15Ga0.85As quantum well (QW) hybrid nanostructure are investigated 
using photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. This coupled hybrid nanostructure shows a single 
PL peak from the QD emission at low excitation intensity and a band filling behavior is observed 
as the excitation intensity increases, suggesting that there exists a channel to capture carriers from 
the QW to the QDs. Time resolved PL (TRPL) measurements extract a carrier tunneling time of 
103.7ps, which is only one third of the theoretical prediction. A double-channel resonant carrier 
tunneling mechanism from the QW to the wetting layer and to the fifth excited state of the QDs 
and then carrier relaxation into lower discrete QD energy states is proposed to explain this fast 
2carrier tunneling. The double-channel resonant carrier tunneling mechanism is qualitatively 
supported through the analysis of the excitation-dependent PL spectra as well as the PL excitation 
spectra. These results enrich our understanding of carrier dynamics in coupled QD and QW 
hybrid structures.
Keywords: carrier dynamics; resonant carrier tunneling; photoluminescence; quantum dots; 
quantum well.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1993, self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) grown by the Stranski-Krastanow (S-K) 
strain relaxation have gained great attention due to their possible optoelectronic device 
applications, such as semiconductor lasers, amplifiers, modulators, photovoltaic, and infrared 
photo-detectors [1-6]. As examples, QD hybrid structures with QDs coupled to a quantum well 
(QW) have been exploited in various material systems and optoelectronic devices where 
additional excess carriers can be provided through carrier transfer from the QW [7-14]. There are 
at least two ways to fabricate such QD hybrid systems. The first, a so-called dot in well (DWELL) 
structure, immerses QDs directly into a QW. This has been well studied and used to modify the 
performances for QD lasers, photodetectors, and intermediate-band solar cells [15-18]. A second 
approach is to architect the “injection-structure” by separating the QD layer from the QW with a 
thin barrier. This approach is particularly interesting because it allows for more independent 
control of the QDs, as well as the ability to inject carriers from the QW to the QDs [19-22]. The 
nanostructures obtained via this second approach have been explored most recently to improve 
3the device performance for lasers and photovoltaics [22, 23]. In view of the significance of the 
applications and the complexities of the structures, carrier dynamics play a very important role in 
the improvement of device performances while carrier injection and processes involved in 
vertical and lateral transfer have been well investigated for several hybrid systems. In this paper, 
we report comparison studies on two hybrid structures with InAs QDs coupled and uncoupled to 
an InGaAs QW. The emission characteristics for these two samples are investigated by excitation 
intensity and temperature dependent PL together with time-resolved PL (TRPL). A fast carrier 
tunneling is experimentally observed and a double-channel resonant carrier tunneling mechanism 
from the QW to the wetting layer and to the discrete energy states of the QDs is proposed to 
explain the observed fast carrier tunneling.
2. SAMPLE STRUCTURES AND MBE GROWTH
The hybrid structures were grown by a solid source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). As 
shown in Fig. 1(a), for the coupled sample A, a 500nm GaAs buffer layer was grown on a semi-
insulating GaAs (001) substrate at 580C, then a 15 nm In0.15Ga0.85As QW layer grown at a 
substrate temperature of 520C, followed by a 3 nm GaAs spacer at 520C and 1.8 monolayers 
(ML) of InAs at 520C which form QDs through S-K relaxation, and finally a 150 nm GaAs 
capping layer was grown at 580C. An uncoupled sample B was grown using the same growth 
conditions except that the QD and QW layers are inverted in the layer order with a 160 nm spacer 
between them, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This inversion was chosen in order that the QW PL is not 
absorbed by the lower energy QDs. With the assumptions that the QD layer is pseudomorphic, 
4i.e., introduces no new defects, and that the 160nm spacer is sufficiently large such that strain 
from the QDs do not influence the growth of the QW, we believe that this inversion will have no 
other effects on the results.
As reference, a sample with QDs formed from the deposition of 1.8 ML of InAs at 520C 
and no capping is grown for morphology study by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). As shown 
in Figure 1(c), the uncapped QDs were measured to have an areal density of ～4.8×109cm-2, an 
average height of 11.5 nm, and an average diameter of 46.8 nm. Defects or large incoherent 
islands are not found on the surface of the sample, indicating high quality, pseudomorphic QDs. 
It is well known that the dimensions and shape of the InAs QDs will change significantly after 
the QDs are capped. As shown in Figure 1(d), the cross-sectional Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) images show much smaller InAs QDs with a diameter of ~20 nm and a 
height of ~2.5 nm for both sample A and sample B in comparison with the QDs observed by 
AFM. The QD dimensions measured by TEM rather than by AFM were subsequently used to 
obtain reasonable band structure calculations using the semiconductor simulation package, 
Nextnano. The coupled structure between QDs and QW via a 3nm GaAs spacer is also confirmed 
for sample A by the TEM images.
3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION
For PL measurements, samples were excited by a continuous-wave 532 nm laser, i.e., with 
energy is well above the GaAs band gap. Therefore, the photon-excited carriers are mainly 
generated in the GaAs matrix, then relax into the QW and the QDs. The PL spectra for both 
5samples were first measured at low temperature (T=10K) with the low excitation intensity of 
10mW/cm2 to avoid saturation effect. As shown in Fig. 1(e), sample A has a single peak from 
QD emission at 1.103 eV with a Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM) of 27meV. In 
comparison, sample B has shown a QD peak at 1.087 eV with a FWHM of 27 meV and a narrow 
QW peak at 1.390 eV with a FWHM of 9meV. Here we find that the PL from the QDs in both 
samples have very similar emission energy and linewidth. However, we will show that the QW 
peak from Sample A is absent due to rapid carrier transfer to the QDs.
Subsequently, examining the PL as a function of laser excitation intensity shows how the 
available states fill and emit. This is shown in Figs. 2 (a) and 2(b) for samples A and B, 
respectively. We see here, that the overall structure of the excitation intensity dependencies from 
these two samples are generally quite similar in that they both show a classical state filling 
progression of the QD peaks. However, we find that the states fill remarkably faster with 
increasing power in sample A where the QDs and QW are coupled than they do in sample B 
where they are uncoupled. Additionally, the initially absent QW peak from sample A appears at 
~1.39eV and increases in intensity rapidly. Finally, at the highest excitation intensities, we see a 
high energy shoulder become prominent at ~1.43eV in both samples. This is most likely the 
emission from the QD wetting layer or the excited states of the QW. Due to the quick increase in 
intensity of the QW peak in sample A, we conclude that there is an efficient channel for carrier 
relaxation from the GaAs matrix to the QW and then to the QDs [24]. Therefore, it is only after 
the QDs are sufficiently filled that the QW emission peak turns on. Here, the QW plays the role 
of a reservoir to efficiently collect photon-generated carriers from the GaAs matrix and pass them 
6to the QDs, although the carrier generation and carrier relaxation in the QW as well as in the QDs 
also exist. Following this, the carriers begin to quickly populate the QW energy states after the 
lower energy levels of the QDs have been filled, according to the calculated band diagram shown 
in Fig.2(c).
The integrated PL intensity of the QW and of the QDs for sample B, as well as their ratio 
(QW/QDs) are extracted and plotted in Fig. 2 (d) as a function of the laser excitation intensity. In 
general, the relationship between the integrated PL intensity for quantum structures and the laser 
excitation intensity can be described by the power law [25-27], IPL = η×Pα, where P is the 
excitation laser intensity, and α and η are fitting coefficients. By fitting the experimental data, the 
coefficient α is found to be approximately equal to unity in both case, indicating that the main 
contributing mechanism is exciton recombination for both QD and QW [26]. However, the QW 
and QDs show different values for η. This is closely related to the PL efficiency [25]. For the 
uncoupled sample B, we obtain η=1.75×103 for the QDs and η= 2.2×103 for the QW, which 
indicates that this sample has a better carrier collection efficiency for the QW than the QDs in the 
low excitation regime. We also observed that the integrated PL intensity ratio (QW/QDs) 
increases slowly in the low excitation regime. However, after the QD energy states become 
saturated at ~30 W cm-2, the ratio increases sharply. This is mostly due to the much larger density 
of states of the QW and the fact that it requires a much larger excitation intensity to get an 
emission saturation than the QDs. Therefore, an InGaAs QW is suitable to host more carriers to 
work as the carrier reservoir for providing carriers to the QDs. 
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7In Fig. 2 (e) the QD integrated PL intensities are extracted in the low excitation regime for 
both samples. Again, the integrated PL intensity of the QDs can be described by the power law, 
IPL = η×Pα. By fitting the experimental data, the coefficient α is again found to be approximately 
equal to unity for the QDs in both samples, indicating an exciton recombination mechanism. 
However, we obtain η=2.06×103 for the coupled sample and η=1.75×103 for the uncoupled 
sample, indicating a better carrier collection/emission efficiency for the QDs of coupled sample 
A in the low excitation regime. As mentioned above, the carrier transfer from the QW to the QDs 
provides additional carriers for the QDs. In this case, the coupled sample A should have stronger 
QD emission signal than the uncoupled sample B under the same excitation intensity. We 
measured that the QD PL intensity of sample A is ~2.3 times larger than that of sample B under 
an excitation intensity of 0.01 W/cm2.The measured QD PL intensity ratio of sample A over 
sample B is always larger than 1 over 3 orders of magnitude change of excitation intensity from 
0.01 W/cm2 to 10 W/cm2. However, each sample has different thickness of GaAs capping layer 
on top of the QDs, we cannot directly use the measured PL intensity to label QD emission 
efficiency. Therefore, the integrated PL intensity ratio between QDs in the coupled sample A and 
the QDs in the uncoupled sample B is extracted and we found it decreases with respect to the 
excitation intensity. This is an indication that there is efficient transfer of carriers between the 
QW and the QDs, as this decrease in ratio indicates that the QDs in the coupled sample approach 
saturation faster due to the additional source of carriers from the QW.
The assumption of carrier transfer from the QW to the QDs through the 3nm GaAs spacer is 
built into the calculated band structure in Fig. 2(c). This is further supported by the spectral 
8profile analysis in Fig. 2(f) showing sample A under 300W/cm2 of excitation. Here we see an 
obvious multiband structure with well-resolvable QD excited states labeled E1, E2, E3, E4, and E5. 
The fitted Gaussians are uniformly separated by~56meVwith linewidths of 38~53meV. Figs. 2(c) 
and 2(f) indicate that the ground electron state of the QW, E0QW, is approximately resonant with 
the fifth excited state the QDs, E5. By careful comparison of the PL spectra under strong 
excitation from both samples in Fig. 2(g) and Fig. 2(h), we found that the QW of the coupled 
sample A has a much broader linewidth than that of the uncoupled QW FWHM of 9 meV as seen 
in Fig 2(h), sample B. Therefore, we suggest that in Fig. 2(g) the strong, broadened PL peak at 
~1.39eV is the result of a combination of several possible factors in addition to the E0QW emission. 
These may include emission from light hole states, mixed QD and QW states, as well as the E5 
states of the QDs. This creates an obvious pathway for resonant tunneling transfer of carriers 
between the E0QW state of the QW to E5 state the QDs with subsequent relaxation in the QDs to E0.
To further characterize the carrier transfer from QW to QDs, PL excitation (PLE) spectra 
were measured at 10 K using a super-continuum laser with the detection set at the maximum of 
the QD PL band for each sample. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the PLE spectra from both samples 
reveal clear excitation resonances at 1.51 eV due to the GaAs matrix. However, only Sample A 
shows a resonance at ~1.39 eV, which matches the InGaAs QW emission energy and therefore 
indicates resonance carrier transfer from the QW to the QDs. In addition, in order to observe the 
detailed features of this resonant PLE peak, we plotted in Fig. 3(b) the QW PL spectra measured 
at 300W/cm2 together with zoomed PLE spectra at around the QW wavelength range that is 
indicated by the dash line rectangle in Fig. 3(a). Here we find that this resonant enhancement in 
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PL peak (FWHM=9 meV). This supports the idea that the PL peak at ~1.39eV is a combination 
of the emission from several sources. This broadening has previously been used as a signature for 
the hybridization of tunnel-coupled QW/QD states [28-29].
The PLE spectra in Fig. 3(b) demonstrate two very interesting features. First, the resonant 
enhancement at ~1.39 eV reveals a strong carrier transfer from the QW to QDs for the coupled 
sample A [22]. This confirms the role of the QW as a carrier reservoir from which more carriers 
are captured into the QDs. Second, a splitting of several meV is observed in the PLE resonance in 
Fig. 3(b). Such a splitting is expected if one assumes resonant tunneling between the QW and 
QDs resulting in hybridization of the involved electronic states [29]. As the strength of the 
resonantly enhanced tunneling is determined by the thickness of the GaAs spacer layer that 
separates the QD and QW structure, we speculate that our hybrid structure with a 3nm GaAs thin 
spacer falls into the strong coupling regime. This strong coupling leads to the formation of 
hybridized electronic states which are spatially delocalized across the QW/QD interface [28].
The PL spectral curves in Fig. 2(g) and 2(h) together with the PLE spectra in Fig. 3(b) reveal 
more features at the QW energy of ~1.39eV and wetting layer energy of ~1.42eV. Calculations of 
the QW energy structure in Nextnano along with the PLE measurements of the uncoupled sample 
B also established that the first excited state of the QW, E1QW, and the QD WL electron state are 
nearly resonant, which is expected to lead to further significantly enhanced coupling between the 
QW and the QDs for the thin 3nm spacer. Therefore, a possible double-channel resonant carrier 
tunneling mechanism from the E0QW to the wetting layer and from the E1QW to the 5th excited 
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state of the QDs, exists in this hybrid structure. Due to the special double-channel resonant carrier 
tunneling, the carriers can rapidly stream from the QW into the QD states, resulting in the 
observed vanishing intensity of the QW PL signal at low excitation power. Thus, the resonant 
coupling transforms the QW into a reservoir that supplies and controls the flux of carriers to the 
QDs from the GaAs barrier. This double-channel resonant carrier tunneling mechanism can result 
in a fast carrier tunneling time that will be measured by TRPL and be discussed later. 
Figure 4 summarizes the temperature dependence of the PL spectra. In Fig. 4 (a) the 
integrated PL intensity as a function of temperature reveals two regions for the coupled sample A. 
With an excitation intensity of 100 W/cm2, from 10 K to ~200 K the integrated intensity 
decreases only slowly with increasing temperature, demonstrating the strong three-dimensional 
confinement effect and larger exciton binding energy for the InAs QDs [24]. Above ~200 K, 
accelerated thermal escape from QDs is seen in the rapid drop in integrated intensity with 
increasing temperature. At the same time, the uncoupled sample B shows three different regions. 
From 10 K to ~40 K the integrated PL intensity is stable. When the temperature reaches above 
~50 K, there is an increase for the QD integrated PL intensity, while at the same time the QW 
integrated intensity starts to decrease rapidly. After the temperature increases to above ~80 K, the 
integrated PL intensity of the QDs shows similar characteristicsto the coupled sample A in Fig. 4 
(a). Clearly, the temperature where the QW integrated PL intensity begins to rapidly decrease is 
experimentally observed to depend on the pump intensity.
The temperature-dependent features of the integrated PL intensity for the uncoupled sample 
B can be understood through the localization of carriers [24, 27]. The low binding energy of the 
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excitons in the QW can be seen by the decay of intensity starting at ~50K. However, the 
concurrent increase in intensity of the QD PL indicates a transfer of carriers from the QW to the 
QDs. Therefore, we propose that the thermally excited carriers from the QW diffuse towards the 
QDs and are recaptured, thus increasing the QD emission intensity. This becomes another source 
of carriers for the lower energy QDs, which is effectively turned off for the lower temperatures 
studied in Fig. 2. Additionally, Fig. 4(c) shows the PL peak energy shift of the QD ground state 
and the QW as a function of temperature for both samples. We find that the coupled sample A 
shows a larger red-shift than the uncoupled sample B. This also due to the carrier transfer for 
sample A.
Finally, TRPL is measured for both samples at 10 K using a streak camera system with a 
temporal resolution of ~35ps. The samples are excited by a Ti:Sapphire mode-locked laser (780 
nm, 78 MHz, 2.7 picosecond pulse) while the emission is detected with a C5680 Hamamatsu 
streak camera with an infrared-enhanced photocathode. The decay curves are measured at the 
QW and QD peak wavelengths for both samples with an excitation intensity of ~ 4106 
photons/pulse to avoid saturation effects. By fitting the decay curves, we extract the carrier 
lifetime.
We first discuss the lifetime for sample B. As indicated by Fig. 5(b), both the QDs and the 
QW PL peaks exhibit a mono-exponential decay behavior. By fitting the decay curves, the carrier 
lifetimes of the QW and QDs are measured to be τQW= 470 ps and τQD= 1400 ps, respectively, 
which agree well with reported values [30]. The lifetime for sample A demonstrates, though, a 
very different mechanism. As shown in Fig. 5(a), although the QDs still show a similar mono-
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exponential decay behavior with a lifetime of τQD= 1450 ps, similar to sample B, the QW PL 
shows a multi-exponential decay behavior with an effective lifetime of τQW= 85 ps, which is 
nearly an order of magnitude faster than that from sample B. This means that, for carriers in the 
QW of the coupled sample A, carrier transfer is in strong competition with radiative 
recombination. As an additional evidence, the QD PL intensity reaches its maximum at t=245ps, 
while the QW obtains its maximum intensity at t=175ps. It is likely that the QW feeds additional 
carriers to the QDs, modifying the carrier relaxation process resulting in the QW and QDs 
reaching their maximal intensities at different times. In contrast, for the uncoupled sample B 
shown in Fig. 5(b), both the QW and QD emissionrise simultaneously to obtain the maximum 
intensity at t=175ps each only due to the photo-generated carriers from the laser pulse.
We can model the transfer of carriers between the QW and the QDs in sample A by 
examining a simple three-level system, i.e., a system with two separate decay paths [31-32]. Here, 
the measured PL decay time, τPL, for the QW is approximately given by:
ts
t

  sPL       (1),
where τt is the carrier tunneling time from the QW to the QDs and τs is the radiative lifetime of 
carriers in the QW. From the experimental data shown in Fig. 5 and using equation (1), we 
estimate the carrier tunneling time, τt, to be 103.7 ps. 
Additionally, we can also estimate the carrier tunneling time for this sample using a 
modified form of the semi-classical Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation [33-36]. 
In this approximation is given by: 
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is the thickness of barriers, V0 is the height of barriers, and E0 is the intrinsic energy of the bound 
states. Using Eq. (2), the carrier tunneling time is calculated to be ~350ps. The calculated carrier 
tunneling time is three times longer than the experimentally measured time, τt = 103.7 ps. As 
mentioned above, this fast carrier tunneling time suggests a resonant carrier transfer from the QW 
to the QDs. In particular, a possible double-channel resonant carrier tunneling mechanism from 
the E0QW to the wetting layer and from the E1QW state to the 5th excited state of the QDs could 
further reduce the lifetime of carriers in the QW. This assumption is built into the calculated band 
structure in Fig. 2(c) and is supported by the PLE measurement in Fig. 3(b) for sample A. It 
should also be mentioned the measured short carrier lifetime at ~1.39eV indicates that it is not a 
pure QW signal, but possible a combination of emission from several different states, including 
E0QW, the light hole state, the mixed state, and the E5 state from the QDs.
The PL, PLE, and TRPL measurements demonstrate that for the coupled sample A, there is 
an efficient channel for carrier relaxation from the GaAs matrix to the QW and then to the QDs. 
Due to the additional carriers provided by the QW, the coupled sample A has a stronger QD 
emission efficiency than the uncoupled sample B. The most common mechanisms for carrier 
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transfer between two neighbor quantum structures is the short-range carrier tunneling due to 
quantum coupling and the long-range transfer of exciton energy due to the Forster coupling. 
From the AFM shown in Figure 1, the average center-to-center separation between the neighbor 
QDs was estimated to be more than 80 nm. For such a big separation, experimental and 
theoretical investigations have proved that both mechanisms for direct exciton transfer along 
lateral directions between the QDs are neglected. Therefore, we conclude that the nature of the 
carrier transfer in our hybrid structures is the short-range carrier tunneling due to quantum 
coupling from the InGaAs QW to InAs QDs along the vertical direction [37-38].
For this QD-QW hybrid nanostructure, the above results clearly indicate that there is 
quantum mechanical coupling leading to vertical carrier transfer from the InGaAs QW to the 
InAs QDs. This vertical coupling is strongly related to the GaAs spacer thickness and the energy 
separation (i.e., the indium content in the QW as well as the QW width) between the QW and the 
ground state energy state of the InAs QDs. For a similar coupled structure with a 3nm spacer, 
previous reports have determined it to be in the strong coupling or medium coupling regime [28-
29]. Based on our PL and PLE results, we believe that our hybrid nanostructure is in the strong 
coupling regime, where the electron wave-function or the electron probability density is smeared 
out from both the QW and the QD confining potentials to penetrate into each other. As a result, a 
very fast carrier tunneling time from the QW into the QDs is experimentally observed [39-40]. 
Also, the broadening as well as splitting of the resonance peak have been experimentally 
observed as a signature for the hybridization of tunnel-coupled QW/QD states.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, photoluminescence of coupled and uncoupled hybrid structures with a single 
layer of InAs QDs adjacent to an In0.15Ga0.85As QW have been comparatively investigated. For 
the coupled structure, discrete emission peaks from the QD energy states, the QW, wetting layer, 
and the GaAs matrix are observed to consequently appear as the excitation intensity increases. At 
the same time, the PLE spectra and modeling band structure reveal a double-channel resonant 
carrier tunneling mechanism from the E0QW state to the wetting layer and from the E1QW state to 
the 5th excited state of the QDs. TRPL demonstrates that there is a strong competition between 
the carrier transfer and radiative recombination within the QW for the coupled sample. The 
coupled QW is found to have a very short carrier lifetime of 85ps due to the resonant carrier 
transfer from the QW to the wetting layer and the excited state of the QDs, after which the 
carriers relax into discrete QD energy states. These properties identify the coupled nature of the 
system as distinct from the properties of the uncoupled system due to fast carrier tunneling from 
the QW to the InAs QDs though the thin 3 nm GaAs spacer. 
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Captions
Figure 1 (a) and (b) are the schematic diagrams of the hybrid structures for coupled sample A 
and uncoupled sample B, respectively; (c) 0.5 m  0.5 m AFM image of the InAs QDs with an 
enlarged 3D view; (d) TEM images of InAs QDs in both samples A and B; (e) and (f) show the 
PL spectra of the two samples measured at T=10K with an excitation intensity of P=10mW/cm2.
Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the low-temperature PL spectra of the two samples measured with 
excitation intensity from P=I0=3mW/cm2 to P=106I0; (c) Calculated band diagram for the hybrid 
structure showing the InAs QDs and In0.15Ga0.85As QW; (d) shows the integrated PL intensities of 
the QW and the QDs for the uncoupled sample B together with the intensity ratio (QW/QD) as a 
function of the laser intensity; (e) shows the integrated PL intensity of the QDsin both samples 
together with their ratio (QDA/QDB) as a function of the laser intensity; (f) shows the Gaussian 
fitting analysis of the PL spectrum measured at T=10K with a strong excitation intensity of 
P=105I0=300W/cm2; (g) and (h) show the QW PL spectra as a function of the excitation intensity 
for each sample, respectively.
Figure 3. (a) PL spectra measured at P=30mW/cm2 and PLE spectra for both samples are plotted 
for low temperature (T=10K); (b) PL spectra measured at P=300W/cm2 and PLE spectra zoomed 
in to the QW wavelength range indicated by the dash line rectangle in Fig. 3(a).
Figure 4. Integrated PL intensities of (a) the coupled sample A and (b) the uncoupled sample B 
as functions of temperature at different excitation intensities. (c) the energy shift of the PL peaks 
as functions of temperature.
Figure 5. TRPL results for (a) the coupled sample A and (b) the uncoupled sample B.
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